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 A family-run centre established in 1991 and located in Sikhote-Alin Nature Reserve in
the Far East Russia
 A peerless and unique centre in Russia working on rehabilitation and conservation of
both endangered and vulnerable species

In BriefWildlife
Rehabilitation
Centre UTYOS

 A team of the most experienced and dedicated specialists in tiger rehabilitation in the
Far East Russia

 Rescued, rehabilitated and released 18 Amur tigers and 290 bears, 80% of which have
been Himalayan (Black Asiatic) Bears
 Assisted WWF with the latest wild tiger census research
 Providing ecological and environmental lessons to local schools and volunteers
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 London-based volunteer-run animal welfare charity no. 1145269
established by Anna Kogan Nasser in 2011
 The charity’s mission focuses on the efficient and immediate mitigation
of animal suffering, and increasing wildlife conservation efforts in Russia
and former Soviet republics

PartnerForgotten
Animals

 Concentrating on complex and sustainable solutions through grass-roots
projects, education and government lobbying
 Receives no government funding
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 Sponsored construction of a bear cub
rehabilitation enclosure equipped with an
electric fence and 24 hour CCTV.

Forgotten
Animals
contribution to
the centre’s
development
since 2012

 Financed the acquisition of camera traps for
bear and tiger monitoring.
 Part-financed a life-saving surgery for an Amur
tiger in 2012.
 Financed a purchase of vital equipment for the
quarantine room.

 Financed a snow-quadbike which has allowed
the centre staff to search for injured animals
and deliver food to tiger and bear enclosures
that are remote from the centre, in the thick
Russian snow.
 Sponsored construction of a spacious enclosure
for an ex-travelling zoo tiger, Zhorik, which
cannot be returned to the wild due to its facial
disfiguration and it being too habituated.
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 Main partner: Forgotten Animals

Cooperation
and
Partnership

 Animals are usually brought in by
the regional state environmental
institution- “Service for Protection
of Fauna and Special Protected
Natural Territories of Khabarovsk
Region", which operates under the
Ministry of Natural Resources in
the Khabarovsk Region BUT
PROVIDES NO FINANCIAL
SUPPORT
 WWF bring rescued tigers to the
centre with very limited financial
support (<£2000)

 Ecology lessons and summer
ecology camp for local school
children
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“Stubborn was found roaming the streets of a tiny village hidden in Russian taiga in the
middle of a winter. He was a rare Amur tiger and he was starving. When the local
environmental services arrived to the village to catch Stubborn, he was hunting stray
dogs as this was the only viable food source available to him after he’d been searching
for his natural prey for weeks. Russian winters are known for their longevity and
hostility, and even the mighty predators such as Stubborn struggle to find enough food
to survive it…”

The Plight of
Amur Tiger

Whilst the world raises huge funds for Amur tiger conservation and large sums are
allocated from the state budget, unfortunately, UTYOS does not receive any significant
funding. There is almost no funds for the rescue and rehabilitation of the new tigers. This is
all the more frustrating as UTYOS is located in the best possible natural and remote
environment for successful rehabilitation (UTYOS is operating on leased state territory of
Sikhote-Alin Nature Reserve). Currently, UTYOS have to reject 1-3 tigers a year due to lack
of funding and facilities. Whereas, with the right support, the centre would be able to
rehabilitate 4-5 tigers per year...

Rehabilitation of one tiger can take from 4 months to 18 months and a year of feeding and
housing an adult tiger costs hefty £20,000. This cost includes the purchase of pork, beef
and meat by-products, vitamins and veterinary services and specialists in animal care. The
cost can be reduced by investing approximately £15,000-20,000 to construct an enclosure
of 4 x 2.5 hectares, where they will breed roe deer, where the tigers can feed in an enclosed
space that most closely resembles their natural habitat.
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What’s next for
UTYOS and
animals that
depend on
them?
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Vital Projects
Forgotten
Animals and
UTYOS are
developing for
tiger
conservation

 Enclosure construction to breed up
to 15 individuals of roe deer to
encourage natural feeding habits
of tigers in rehabilitation

 Acquisition of an environmentallyfriendly tractor for construction
works, cutting grass and remote
supplemental feeding of roe deer
and wild boar in the wild to
increase the numbers of tiger’s
natural prey
 Developing a volunteering
programme to provide sustainable
income for the centre and spread
awareness of the plight of the
Amur tiger worldwide
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anna.kn@forgottenanimals.org
nelly.m@forgottenanimals.org

www.forgottenanimals.org
http://cliff-khv.ru/
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